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ABSTRACT

The projected fueling requirements of future magnetic
confinement devices for controlled thermonuclear research [e-g-,
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)]
Indicate that a flexible plasma fueling capability is required. This
Includes a mix of traditional gas puffing and low- and hlgis-
velocity deuterium-tritium pellets. Conventional pellet Injectors
(based on light gas guns or centrifugal accelerators) can reliably
provide frozen hydrogen pellets (1- to 6-mm-diam sizes tested)
up to -13-km/s velocity at the appropriate pellet fueling rates (1
to 10 Hz or greater). For long-pulse operation In a higher
velocity regime (>2 km/s), an experiment in collaboration
between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and ENEA
Frascati Is under way. This activity will be carried out hi the
framework of a collaborative agreement between the U.S.
Department of Energy and European Atomic Energy
Community - ENEA Association. In this experiment, an existing
ORNL hydrogen extruder (equipped with a pellet chambering
mechanism/gun barrel assembly) and a Frascati two-stage light
gas gun driver have beeo combined on a test facility at ORNL.
Initial testing has been carried out with single deuterium pellets
accelerated up to 2.05 km/s with the two-stage driver; in
addition, some preliminary repetitive testing (to commission the
diagnostics) was performed at reduced speeds, including
sequences at 0.5 to 1 Hz and 10 to 30 pellets. The primary
objective of this study is to demonstrate repetitive operation (up
to -1 Hz) with speeds In the 2- to 3-km/s range. In addition, the
strength of extruded hydrogen ice as opposed to that produced hi
situ by direct condensation in pipe guns can be investigated. The
equipment and Initial expertmentaE results are described.

INTRODUCTION

The process and benefits of plasma fueling by pellet
injection have been demonstrated conclusively on a number of
toroidal magnetic confinement configurations; consequently,
pellet injection is the leading technology for deep fueling of
magnetically confined plasmas for controlled thermonuclear
fusion research [1,2]. ITER and future fusion reactors will
require a flexible plasma fueling capability to satisfy the
multiple physics and engineering constraints of fusion power
density, bum control, tritium burn fraction, edge density for
plasma mode (L, H) control, and gaseous divertor density for
efficient plasma exhaust and protection of plasma-facing
components [3]. Pellet fueling offers a unique capability for
influencing the performance of ITER core plasmas: large,
high-speed pellets injected during the bum phase may provide
sufficient control of the density profile to allow operation in a
region of enhanced thermal reactivity, and high-speed pellets
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injected in the start-up phase could provide improved ignition
margins. Deeper fueling capability allows isotopic tailoring of
the various fueling sources and more control of the tritium
burn fraction and global tritium inventory.

With the reliable operation of conventional injectors in the
0.5- to 1.5-km/s velocity range demonstrated on many
experiments, some researchers have recently concentrated on
increasing the pellet velocity. Faster pellets can penetrate
more deeply into large, hot plasmas and deposit atoms of fuel
directly into a larger fraction of the plasma volume. Many
advanced acceleration concepts have been considered, with
experimental studies reported on (1) the two-Siage light gas
gun, (2) the electrothermal accelerator, (3) the
electromagnetic rail gun, and (4) the electron-beam-heated
rocket. Summaries of these specific research efforts, as well
as a recent review of pellet injector technology can be found
in [4]. Of the advanced acceleration concepts, the two-stage
light gas gun technique is the most mature technology, with
pellet speeds of ~3 km/s achieved routinely in laboratory
experiments using single-shot devices and bare deuterium
pellets. Two-stage guns (single-shot devices) have recently
been installed on the tokamak experiments FTU [5,6], Tore
Supra [7], and TFTR [8,9] and used to inject single pellets
into plasmas at speeds of 2.0 to 2.5 kra/s. A small ORNL two-
stage light gas gun [10] previously demonstrated repetitive
operation at 1 Hz and 3 km/s with plastic surrogate pellets,
and similar parameters with cryogenic pellets are a goal of the
present study.

All of the two-stage research reported to date with
hydrogen pellets has used the pipe gun technique and thus is
limited to a single pellet per barrel. In the present study,
hardware from ORNL and ENEA Frascati have been
combined: (i) the ORNL cryogenic hydrogen extruder [11,12]
(equipped with a pellet chambering mechanism/gun barrel
assembly), which has been used for long-pulse fueling
experiments on several major fusion devices (Dili, TFTR, and
JET) and can provide up to -100 small pellets (2.7 mm) in a
single extrusion sequence and (ii) the Frascati repeating two-
stage light gas gun (RTSG), which has been used to reliably
accelerate single deuterium pellets to velocities as high as
3.3 km/s in the laboratory [6,13]. The primary objective of
this work is to experimentally evaluate the capabilities of
these combined technologies. The new long-pulse injector has
the potential to provide pellets at velocities approximately
twice that available from present long-pulse pellet injection
systems, which has been limited to -0.5 to 1.3 km/s with
deuterium pellets.

The CNPM group paper [14] at this meeting also describes
work carried out as part of this collaboration. This group is
experimentally addressing the issue of piston design and wear,
which is of great importance for repetitive two-stage injectors.
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ORNL EXTRUDER AND GUN ASSEMBLY

Most of the hardware from the original ORNL repeating
pneumatic pellet injector [12], previously used for repetitive
fueling on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [15], is
used in the present experimental study. A schematic of the
cryogenic hydrogen extruder is shown in Fig. 1. including a
photograph of the clear deuterium ice filament at 14 K. The
extruder apparatus serves both to solidify (or freeze) hydrogen
isotopes and to force feed the resulting solid to the
acceleration section. The operation of ORNL extruders has
been described in detail previously [11,12,15]. Also, the pellet
chambering mechanism/gun barrel assembly from the original
hardware is being used; however, the rear plate of the vacuum
housing vessel was modified to accommodate the Frascati
two-stage gun (Fig. 2). With the new configuration, the
original propellant valve and Frascaii two-stage apparatus are
interchangeable with minimal effort. The bottom cold block
that accommodates the acceleration device and the
chambering mechanism/barrel combination unit is maintained
at solid hydrogen temperatures (10 to 16 K for deuterium).
The pellet diameter is established by the inside diameter of the
stainless steel tubing used for the gun barrel, which is
presently 2.7 mm. The gun assembly uses a punch-type
chambering mechanism in which the gun barrel is brazed
directly to a solenoid plunger. When the solenoid is activated,
the knife-edge end of the barrel is driven into the extrusion,
punching out and chambering a pellet. While the punch
mechanism is engaged (solenoid energized), the propellant
(hydrogen or helium) is admitted to the gun breech via the
acceleration device. With the propellant valve installed, the
system has been tested at 1 Hz and -1.0 km/s with deuterium
pellets, including sequences with up to 100 pellets from a
single extruder charge of deuterium. The pellet size can be
changed with some mechanical modifications (barrel and gun
assembly mechanisms).

An alternative chambering technique was employed on the
three-barrel repeating pneumatic pellet injector used for
plasma fueling experiments on the Joint European Torus
[16,17]; for that application a separate tube on the breech side
of the gun punched out and chambered the pellets. This
arrangement is an option for this experimental study.

ENEA FRASCATI REPEATING TWO-STAGE GUN

A schematic of the Frascati RTSG is shown in Fig. 3, and
the design parameters of the device are listed in Table I. The
design and operation of the Frascati guns, including the
diagnostics and control systems, have been given elsewhere
[5,6,13,18]. With the Frascati RSTG controls, the repetition
rate may be changed "on-line" (i.e., while the RTSG is
running) from single-shot operation up to 1 Hz by simply
modifying the content of a hold register in the Programmable
Logic Controller (Allen Bradley SLC500). Also, it is possible
to vary the pellet velocity on-line by adjusting the set point of
the initial gas filling pressure of the pump tube while the first-
stage reservoir pressure is held constant. The RTSG was
tested extensively in Frascati, demonstrating reliable and
reproducible performance. More than 8000 shots were made
using hydrogen gas in both stages of the gun, including up to
1600 consecutive shots at a 1-Hz rate and pressure pulses of
about 700 bar, without observing significant degradation in
performance. These shots were made without a projectile or

gun barrel, which can be accomplished either by closing the
downstream valve or installing a solid blank flange. Toward
the end of this experimental run, the amplitude of the pressure
pulses produced by the RSTG was only about 10% lower (on
the average) than at the beginning; also, it was possible to
recover the initial performance by slightly changing on-line
the pump tube filling pressure. The piston (whose initial
diameter was 24.98 mm) was then extracted from the pump
tube to check its condition. It turned out to have a slight
conical shape with a decreasing diameter from the rear
(24.85 mm) to the front (24.75 mm) and a rather scratched
lateral surface.

Table!
Miin parameters of the ORNL/Frascali injector

Fnscati two-stage gun

First stage reservoir volume (enr) 325
Pump tube ID (mm) 25.03
Pump lube length (mm) 350
Piston material per gal Al alloy (ergal)
Piston mass (g) -10
Piston length (mm) -14
Piston diameter (mm) 24.97

Operating gases Hi or He

ORNL eunider/guD assembly

Pellet material Di
Barrel length (mm)

Barrel ID (mm)

Pellet nominal length (mm)
pellet nominal mass (ing)

800
2.7
2.7 (x 2 and 3)

3 (x 2 and 3)

INTEGRATED ORNL/FRASCATI TEST FACILITY

The Frascati RTSG was recently installed on the repeating
pneumatic injector (RPI) test facility at ORNL. A schematic
of the integrated test facility is shown in Fig. 4. The
experiment is equipped with instrumentation for tracking fast
transients during gun firings. Diagnostics in the vacuum
injection line provide velocity, relative mass, and
photographic information to thoroughly document each pellet
shot. A light barrier (at the gun muzzle) and a mass
microwave detector [19] (1.2 m downstream of gun muzzle)
through which pellets pass supply timing data for accurately
evaluating pellet speeds (each is also equipped with flash
lamps and cameras for photography). At the end of the
injection line, a target plate intercepts the pellets and indicates
pellet dispersion and integrity; this target also provides timing
data for redundant velocity measurements, since it is equipped
with a shock acceleromecer.

The MicroVAX-based CAMAC data acquisition system is
gated to provide maximum data for each individual pellet The
data window size is totally dependent on the individual
digitizer frequency and the number of pellets to be fired.
Typically, up to six channels of transient data for each pellet
are recorded and archived with three CAMAC digitizers (two
signals per digitizer) sampling at individual frequencies of up
to 1 MHz, corresponding to a l-\is resolution. Pellet
photography in the microwave cavity is accomplished by
using a CLD camera and frame grabber to digitize video
images of pellets back lit by a diffuse 3-ns laser flash. The
frame grabber is hosted by a personal computer and can
capture up to thirty-two 512 x 512 pixel video images before



being off-loaded to the computers hard disk. Once stored on
the computer, the pellet images ^ n be manipulated and
enhanced by image processing software.

INITIAL TEST RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS

Initial experiments have recently been carried out in the
test facility at ORNL. Hundreds of deuterium pellets have
been formed and accelerated with the RTSG operating with
helium or hydrogen gas, including several sequences in which
10 to 30 pellets were fired at a frequency of 0.5 to 1 Hz (pellet
velocities < 1 km/s). The frequency was actively changed
during some of the test sequences, as discussed previously.
However, for the most part, the early experiments have
concentrated on single shots for commissioning of
components and diagnostics and the optimization of operating
parameters. The highest recorded pellet velocities have been
in the range oi' 1.70 to 2.05 km/s. For two test shots (9212 and
9138), pellet photographs are shown in Fig. 5 along with the
measured downstream pump tube pressure pulse. In the
course of some exploratory experiments, it was discovered
that multiple chambering of the punch mechanism, while
extruding and before firing of the gun, was an effective
technique to produce larger pellets. For example, the pellet in
Fig. 5(b) is the result of two sequential chambering actions,
and the pellet size is about twice that of the standard pellet in
Fig. 5(a). Even longer pellets were observed after three
chambering actions. With this type of injector, this technique
adds even greater flexibility (variable mass) for plasma
fueling experiments.

The initial experimental results have been encouraging.
Future tests will concentrate on pushing the pellet velocity as
high as possible and exploring the repetitive operating regime,
with an objective of reliable repetitive operation at -1 Hz and
pellet velocities in the range of 2 to 3 km/s. Several codes are
available to model the performance of two-stage guns,
including two (ii and iii) especially adapted for the
acceleration of hydrogen ice: (i) a 1-D Lagrangian codef.20],
(ii) a 0-D/1-D PC-based QUICKGUN code [21], and (iii) a
0-D/1-D TRUCCO code developed in Italy [22] and run on a
UNIX workstation. These codes are useful both in optimizing
gun design and performance and in providing a better
understanding of the physics of two-stage guns in general and
have been used extensively in this study.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Cryogenic hydrogen esmidei (deuterium operation is depicted).

Fig. 2 Teat configurations of the ORNL repeating pneumatic injector (RPI)
test facility with Frascati two-stage gun.

Fig. 3 Schematic of the Frascaii repeating two-stage lighl gas gun (RTSG).

Fig. 4 Schematic of ORNL/Frascati test facility.

Fig. 5 Experimental data for two test shots.
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